The Early Supreme Court Justices' Most Significant Opinion
WILLIAM R. CASTO·

The early Supreme Court Justices decided many cases before Marbury
v. Madison,l but only one of their earlier opinions has enduring significance.
In 1793, President George Washington and his Cabinet were embroiled in the
first serious foreign affairs crisis under the Constitution and desperately
needed legal advice on a number of complex legal issues. The President
formally asked the Supreme Court for advice, and the Justices responded with
a written opinion declining to help.2 Today, more than two hundred years
later, the Justices' opinion is generally considered as the source of an absolute
rule that federal courts may not render advisory opinions. 3 In a leading case,
the Supreme Court explained that the "rule against advisory opinions was
established as early as 1793," and the Court cited the Justices' refusal for this
proposition. 4 The present article tells the story of the Justices' refusal to
advise President Washington and suggests the story's relevance to modem
practice.
The Justices' opinion is unusual--even unique-in the history of the
Supreme Court. It was unusual in the 1790s because the Justices did not
deliver seriatim opinions as they were wont to do in the early years. 5 The
opinion is unique because it is the only significant decision in the Court's
history that was not delivered in the context of formal litigation. It was
literally an advisory opinion rendered in the form of a letter from the Justices
to the President of the United States. 6
* Allison Professor of Law, Texas Tech University. This article will form a chapter in my
forthcoming book Foreign Affairs and the Constitution in the Age ofFighting Sail. The article originated
as a Faculty Development Lecture delivered at Ohio Northern University in 2002. I wish to thank Scott
Gerber for his comments on a preliminary draft.
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J. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
2. Most of the documents directly related to the President's request for an opinion and the Justices'
responses are reprinted in 6 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES,
1789-1800 app., at 743-58 (Maeva Marcus et aI. eds., 1998) [hereinafter DHSC].
3. 'The rule against advisory opinions was first enunciated in 1793." CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT &
MARY KAy KANE, LAW OF FEDERALCOURTS 66 (6th ed. 2002). ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, CONSTITUTIONAL
LAw PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES 54 (2d ed. 2002); I LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSmUTIONALLAW
328-29 (3d ed. 2000); see also JOHN E. NOWAK & RONALD D. ROTUNDA, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 65 (6th
ed.2ooo).
4. Hast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83,96 n.14 (1968); see also Rescue Army v. Mun. Court, 331 U.S.
549,568 (1947); Muskrat v. United States, 219 U.S. 346, 354 (1911).
5. See WILLIAM R. CASTO, THE SUPREME COURT IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC: THE CHIEF
JUSTICESHIPSOFJOHN JAY AND OLIVER ELLSWORTH, 110-11(1995) [hereinafterCASTO, SUPREME COURT];
SERIATIM THE SUPREME COURT BEFORE JOHN MARSHALL 20-21 (Scott Gerber ed., 1998).
6. Letter from the Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755.
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In telling the story of the Justices' refusal, the present article ftrst relates

the historical context and high political drama that induced the President to
seek the Justices' advice. 7 Then the Justices' opinion is analyzed. s
Coincidentally, the opinion also is the ftrst known example of the Court's
resort to original intent as an appropriate guide to interpreting the
Constitution, and this aspect of the opinion also is addressed. 9 Then, the
Justices' refusal to help the President on this occasion is harmonized with the
early Justices' willingness to provide advisory opinions on many other
occasions before and after the 1793 request. 10 Finally, the article concludes
with a discussion of today's common misunderstanding of the Justices'
refusal. I I Although the Justices resorted to original intent in their
consideration of the President's request, today's misunderstanding of the
Justices' refusal exempliftes a major problem with some, but not all original
intent analyses.

n.

THE NEUTRALITY CRISIS OF 1793

1793 brought the United States its ftrst major foreign affairs crisis under
the Constitution. 12 When the year began, France was already at war with
Austria and Prussia. Then in January, Louis XVI was beheaded, and the
French Revolutionary Government declared war against Great Britain a few
weeks later. Meanwhile, across the Atlantic Ocean, the newly created Federal
Government was barely four years old. The outbreak of war in Europe
required President George Washington and his Cabinet to chart a difftcult
course of neutrality among the warring European superpowers. Should the
United States adopt a policy of strict neutrality that would, in effect, tilt
American policy toward Great Britain, or should the Nation pursue a loose
policy favoring France?
To complicate matters further, Americans openly and vehemently
disagreed as to which of the warring powers should be favored. 13 Most
Americans-represented in the President's Cabinet by Secretary of State
Thomas Jefferson-sympathized with France and favored a policy of loose
neutrality.14 After all, the Revolutionary War had been won just ten years

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

See infra notes 12-78 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 79-117 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 104-17 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 118-72 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 173-90 and accompanying text.
See generally HARRY AMMON, l'HE GENET MISSION (1973); ALBERT BOWMAN, l'HESTRUGGLE
FOR NEUTRALITY 39-98 (1974); STANLEY ELKINS & ERIC MCKrrRICK, l'HE AGE OF FEDERALISM 303-323
(1993).
13. See generally Ammon, supra note 12.
14. /d.
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earlier with the vital assistance of a French anny, a French fleet, and French
financial assistance. Now the French had over thrown their King, just as
Americans had a decade earlier. But many merchants-represented by
Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton-wanted to tilt government
policy toward Great Britain. American anglophiles were significantly
influenced by the British origins of American culture and the fact that Great
Britain was America's predominant trading partner. In addition to these
policy considerations, the United States had signed the Treaty of Amity 15 and
the Treaty of Alliance l6 with France dating from the American Revolution.
These treaties granted France special rights in the event that France went to
war against a country other than the United States. 17
The European war quickly came to America in the form of a powerful
French cruiser, L'Embuscade, and Citizen Edmond Charles Genet, the new
French minister to the United States. While Citizen Genet aggressively
represented French interests in a public and highly controversial style,
L'Embuscade rampaged up the Eastern Seaboard taking British ships willy
nilly.18 In addition, Citizen Genet commissioned numerous privateers, which
significantly expanded the onslaught against British shipping. 19 By early
summer any British ship sailing off the United States coast was likely to be
captured and sold by either L'Embuscade or one of the numerous French
privateers operating in American waters. 20

A. The Little Sarah
As captured British vessels began streaming into American ports, they
created a whole host of legal and political problems for the Washington
administration. The taking of the British brig, Little Sarah, is a representative
case and is part of the specific chain of events that eventually induced
President Washington to seek the Supreme Court's advice. The Little Sarah
was taken by L'Embuscade in late April off the capes of Delaware21 and sent
into Philadelphia where her arrival-along with another of L'Embuscade's

15. Treaty of Amity and Commerce, Feb. 8, 1778,2 TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL Acrs
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 3 (Hunter Miller 00.,1931) [hereinafter MILLER'S TREATIES].
16. Treaty of Alliance, Feb. 8, 1778,2 MIlLER'S TREATIES, supra note 15, at 35.
17. Treaty of Amity and Commerce, supra note 15; Treaty of Alliance, supra note 16.
18. See William Casto, "We Are Armed for the Defense of the Rights of Man;" The French
Revolution Comes to America, 61 AM. NEPTUNE 263 (2003).
19. See generally MELVIN JACKSON, I'RNATEERS IN CHARLESTON 1793-1796 (1969); see also
Jackson, The Consular Privateers, 22 AM. NEPTUNE 81 (1962).
20. See generally MELVIN JACKSON, I'RNATEERS IN CHARLESTON 1793-1796 (1969); see also
Jackson, The Consular Privateers, 22 AM. NEPTUNE 81 (1962).
21. Memorial from Benjamin Holland & Peter Mackie (May 24, 1793), 26 THE PAPERS OF THOMAS
JEFFERSON 106 (John Catazoriti 00., 1995) [hereinafter JEFFERSON PAPERS).
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prizes-sparked a sensation. Word sped through town, and virtually everyone
who could rushed to the wharves. Thomas Jefferson gleefully reported,
"[u]pon her coming into sight thousands and thousands ofthe yeomanry of the
city crowded and covered the wharfs."22 Jefferson had never seen such a large
crowd at the water front, and as the prizes came closer "the British colours
were seen reversed, and the French flying above them.'>23 The crowd
spontaneously "burst into peals of exaltation."24
The Little Sarah was quickly condemned by the French consul in
Philadelphia, but she was not sold to the public. Instead agents of the French
Government bought the brig with an eye toward converting her to a commerce
raider. 25 These plans to refit the ship soon became an open secret. 26 Indeed,
one George Leaycraft came down from New York for the "very purpose" of
joining the new privateer's crew. 27 He assured the French Minister that he
would "be happy in becoming a French Subject and going in her.',28
The taking of the Little Sarah raised a host of legal problems for the
Washington administration. When the French consul condemned the prize, he
exercised French judicial power on American soil that was contrary to
American sovereignty.29 Even worse the prize's conversion in the Nation's
capital into privateer that would prey on British commerce seemed to
jeopardize the United States' status as a neutral country. 3D Similarly, the
service of Americans like George Leaycraft on French privateers also placed
American neutrality in doubt. 3l President Washington and his Cabinet

22. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe (May 5, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 661 (emphasis in original).
23. [d. (emphasis original).
24. [d.; see also Letter from Thomas Jefferson to John Wayle Epps (May 12, 1793), in 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 7-8. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Thomas Mann Randolph, Jr.
(May 6, 1793), in 25 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 668-69.
25. British Ambassador's Statement of British vessels captured (Nov. 5, 1794), reprinted in THE
COUNTER CASE OF GREAT BRITAIN AS LAID BEFORE THE TRmUNAL OF ARBITRATION, CONVENED AT
GENEVA app. 1, at 609-11 (1872).
26. [d.
27. Letter from George Leaycraft to Edmond Genet (May 17, 1793), in GENET PAPERS, Library of
Congress; see CHARLES MARION THOMAS, AMERICAN NEUTRALITY IN 1793, 118-27 (1934).
28. [d.; see also Letter from Alexander J. Dallas to Thomas Jefferson (July 11, 1793), in 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 467 (indicating that an apprentice named George Allison had joined
the privateer's crew).
29. See CHARLES HYNEMAN, THE FIRST AMERICAN NEUTRALITY 118-27(1934);CHARLESMARION
THOMAS, AMERICAN NEUTRALITY IN 1793, 206-20 (1931). The French Consular Courts were held unlawful
by the Supreme Court in the Spring of the next year. Glass v. The Sloop Betsey, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 6 (1794),
discussed in CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 82-87. See generally 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at
296-355.
30. See THOMAS, supra note 29, 118-64.
31. See id. at 165-220.
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unanimously agreed that the operation of the French consular courts, the
outfitting of French privateers in American ports, and the service of
Americans on French privateers were unlawful, and Genet strenuously
objected to the Administration's policy on these three issues. 32 In addition to
these main issues upon which the Cabinet was in agreement, there were
significant disputes between Hamilton and Jefferson on other issues related
to the French privateers. 33
Notwithstanding the significant legal problems posed by the refitting of
privateers, the conversion ofthe Little Sarah received scant attention until late
June when Governor Thomas Mifflin of Pennsylvania forwarded a report to
President Washington that the Little Sarah was being refitted. 34 Shortly
afterwards the President had to go to Mount Vernon, and while he was away,
the affair exploded into a cause celebre. 35 On July 5th, Hamilton raised the
matter at a specially convened rump Cabinet meeting, and the issue was
referred for immediate investigation to Governor Mifflin. 36 After receiving
a report that the Little Sarah's armament and crew had been significantly
enhanced, Mifflin called out the militia and on Sunday July 7th, wrote
Jefferson by express letter that the privateer "will probably sail this day.'>37
Jefferson had a very busy Sunday. He immediately rushed to the
Governor's house, and Mifflin told him that the previous night Alexander
Dallas had a midnight consultation with Genet. 38 Dallas, who was the
Pennsylvania Secretary of State, was an attorney well-known for his support

32. AMMON, supra note 12, at 65-93.
33. See Notes on Neutrality Questions (July 13, 1793).26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 498500 (Jefferson's notes on issues in dispute).
34. See 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 447 (editorial note).
35. Letter from Alexander Hamilton to Thomas Jefferson (July 5, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 437; Notes of Cabinet Meeting (July 5,1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21,
at 437-39; see also Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmond Charles Genet (July 10, 1793), in 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 463-67.
36. Letter from Alexander Hamilton to Thomas Jefferson (July 5, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 437; Notes of Cabinet Meeting (July 5,1793), in JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at
437-39; see also Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmond Charles Genet (July 10, 1793), in 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 463-64.
37. Letterfrom Thomas Mifflin to Thomas Jefferson (July 7, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 444; see also Letter from Nathaniel Falconer to Thomas Mifflin (July 6, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON
PAPERS, supra note 21, at 445 (armament enhanced from "four Iron Cannon Mounted, and a number of
wooden" to "14 Iron Canon and Six Swivels"); Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmond Charles
Genet (July 10, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 464. The seemingly bizarre mention of
"wooden" cannon probably referred to false cannon designed to confuse other ships. Falconer also reported
that the ship now had a crew of 120. [d.
38. Jefferson's Memorandum, in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 464.
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of the French cause. 39 When Dallas spoke to Genet about the possibility of
detaining the Little Sarah's departure, Genet "flew into a great passion, talked
extravagantly and concluded by refusing to order the vessel to stay.,,40
As soon as Jefferson learned of this debacle, he asked Genet to visit with
him, and Genet did so that same day.41 Jefferson immediately raised the issue
of the Little Sarah's impending departure, and Genet launched into "an
immense feild [sic] of declamation and complaint."42 Genet rehearsed all the
objections that France had to the United States' policy of neutrality and
"charged us with ... violat[ing] the treaties between the two nations.,,43
Eventually Genet calmed down, and the two men were able to discuss the
Little Sarah. Genet said that she was not yet ready to sail, and when Jefferson
pressed him for assurances that she would not sail until the President returned,
Genet's response was vague. 44 The most he was able to offer was a "look and
gesture which [showed] he meant [Jefferson] should understand she would not
be gone before [the President returned]."45
After the conference with Genet, Jefferson returned to Governor
Mifflin's house, and Mifflin agreed to dismiss the militia. 46 Dallas was also
present, and as Jefferson described his discussion with the French Minister,
Dallas made a startling revelation. 47 He said that although Genet did not ''use
disrespectful expressions ofthe President," Genet nevertheless had stated that
if the President did not change his Administration's policy of strict neutrality,
"he [Le., Genet] would appeal from the President to the people."48
The next day the rump Cabinet of Hamilton, Jefferson, and Knox
reconvened for a stormy session. Hamilton and Knox did not trust Genet and
were for mounting a battery of canon down river at Mud Island to prevent the
Little Sarah from sailing.49 Jefferson strongly dissented. 50 The French ship
was now fully armed, and if the proposed battery actually fired upon her,

39. John K. Alexander, Alexander James Dallas, in 6 AMERICAN NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY 30 (John
Garrahy & Mark Carnes eds., 1999).
40. Jefferson's Memorandum, in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 464.
41.
42.
43.
44.

[d.
[d.
[d.
[d. at 466.

45. Jefferson's Memorandum, in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 466.
46.
47.
48.
49.

[d.
[d.
[d.
See also Jefferson's Memorandum (July 10, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note21, al
467; Cabinet Opinions on the Little Sarah (July 8,1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, al446-

49.
50. Dissenting Opinion on the Little Sarah (July 8, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra nole 21,
at 449; see also Jefferson's Memorandum, in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 467.
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Jefferson argued that "it is morally certain that bloody consequences would
follow."51 Moreover, a powerful French squadron was expected to appear any
day from the West Indies. 52 The squadron might "arrive at the scene of blood
in time to continue it, if not to partake in it."53 Finally, Jefferson assured
Hamilton and Knox that he was "satisfied from what passed between Mr.
Genet and myself at our personal interview yesterday, that the vessel will not
be ordered to sail till [sic] the return of the President.,,54

B. The Decision to Seek the Court's Advice
By the time that the President got back to Philadelphia on Thursday, July
11, concern over the Little Sarah had reached a fever pitch. Jefferson was ill
and had retired to a house outside Philadelphia, but he left Washington a stack
of papers detailing the recent course of events. 55 Among other things,
Jefferson recounted Genet's threat that if the President did not amend the
policy of strict neutrality, Genet "would appeal from the President to the
people."56
President Washington was appalled and immediately dashed off a letter
to Jefferson. "What is to be done in the case of the Little Sarah?" he asked. 57
Washington continued with two rhetorical questions dripping with anger:
[i]s the Minister of the French Republic to set the Acts of this
Government at defiance-with impunity? and then threaten the
Executive with an appeal to the People. What must the World think
of such conduct, and of the Government of the U. States in submitting
to it?58

51. Dissenting Opinion on the Little Sarah (July 8. 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21,

at 449.
52. [d. at 450.
53. [d.
54. [d. at 449.
55. Memoranda from Thomas Jefferson to George Washington (July 11-13, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON
PAPERS, supra note 21, at 476-81.
56. Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmond Charles Genet (July 10, 1793). in 26 JEFFERSON
PAPERS, supra note 21, at 466.
57. [d. at 481.
58. Letter from George Washington to Thomas Jefferson (July II, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 481 (emphasis original). We do not know what the world thought, but a few months later

the British minister complained that in dealing with the Neutrality Crisis, the American government was
"forced to recur to half measures and palliatives, that would disgrace the miserable republic ofSan Marino."
Letter from George Hammond to James Bland Burges (Oct. 12, 1793), in JAMES BLAND BURGES PAPERS
(Bodleian Library, Oxford University).
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The President was mortified and wished to resolve these "serious questions"59
as soon as possible.
The Cabinet met the next day and discussed many of the legal issues
implicated by the refitting of the Little Sarah. The decision was to refer all
the legal issues to the Justices of the Supreme Court, who were described as
"persons learned in the law.,,60 Their opinion would finally settle the legal
issues that were in dispute within the Cabinet, and in the event that Genet truly
launched his "appeal to the people," a Supreme Court opinion would provide
valuable political support. The same day Jefferson wrote a circular letter to
the Justices infonning them that the "President of the United States, [is)
desirous ofasking the advice of the Judges of the Supreme Court of the United
States, on certain matters of great public concern. . . ."61 Jefferson
simultaneously wrote the British and French Ministers infonning them of the
decision to consult the Supreme Court and noting that the President "will
expect" that the Little Sarah's departure would be delayed "until his ultimate
determination."62 Notwithstanding Jefferson's request, the Little Sarah, which
was renamed La Petite Democrate, sailed shortly thereafter and embarked
upon a successful career against British commerce. 63
While waiting for the Justices to come to Philadelphia, the Cabinet
members elaborated on a comprehensive and complete set oftwenty-nine legal
questions to be posed to the Court.64 At about the same time, Jefferson
reviewed in his mind a number of specific issues that the Cabinet had
considered over the previous few months, and recorded his understanding of
the Cabinet's deliberations in a set of rough notes. 65 A comparison of

59. Letter from George Washington to Thomas Jefferson (July 11, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 486.
60. Cabinet Opinion on Consulting the Supreme Court (July 12, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 484.
61. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to John Jay (July 12, 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 744.
Jefferson sent the same letter to Justices Paterson and Iredell. See Circular to the Justices of the Supreme
Court (July 12, 1793),26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 488.
62. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Edmond Charles Genet & George Hammond (July 12, 1793),
in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 487.
63. THOMAS, supra note 27. at 142.
64. For an excellent account of the drafting process, see The Referral of Neutrality Questions to the
Supreme Court (July 18, 1793), 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 525-37. Although the questions
were never formally transmitted to the Court, at some point a copy was made available to Chief Justice Jay
who laboriously transcribed the questions. This set of questions will be used in discussing the issues
presented. Questions Proposed to Be Submitted to the ChiefJustice and Judges of the Supreme Court, (July
18,1793),6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 747.
65. Notes on Neutrality Questions (July 13,1793),26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, 498-500
(These notes are particularly valuable because they indicate the extent to which there was disagreement
within the Cabinet.).
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Jefferson's notes and some of the final questions is instructive because they.
provide clues to the motivation for posing the questions.
The first question that the Cabinet wished answered was:
[d]o the treaties between the U.S. & France give to France or her
citizens a right, when at war with a power with whom the U.S. are at
peace, to fit out originally in and from the ports of the [U.S.], vessels
armed for war, with or without a commission?66
Although the French Minister insisted that the treaties gave France such a
right, the Cabinet had reached the unanimous conclusion that the treaties left
the United States "free to prohibit her from arming vessels in our portS.,,67 In
other words, the Cabinet wished to pose a question to the Court in which there
was no dispute whatsoever within the government as to the proper answer.
There was, however, clear disagreement within the Cabinet as to the
proper resolution of other issues that would be presented to the COurt. 68 The
Cabinet's sixteenth question is illustrative. Although there was complete
agreement that commerce raiders should not be fitted out in American ports,
there was disagreement as to the propriety of French ships being sailed into
American ports and outfitted with French cannon brought to America from
France. 69 Jefferson was "of the opinion they [Le., the French] are free to use
their own means, [Le., to mount their guns &c.,] [but Hamilton and Knox
were] of opinion they are not to put even their own implements or means into
a posture of annoyance.,,70
This precise issue was implicated in the case of the Little Sarah.
Although ten iron canon and six swivels had been added to her armament, all
but two of these additional guns were France's "own property."71
Accordingly, the Cabinet wished to ask the Supreme Court:
[d]oes it make any difference in point ofprinciple, whether a vessel
be armed for war, or the force of an armed vessel be augmented, in
the ports of the US. [sic] with means procured in the US. [sic] or with
means brought into them by the party who shall so arm or augment
the force of such vessel?72

66. 6 DHSC. supra note 2. at 747 (Question 1) (emphasis in original); see also 6 DHSC, supra note
2. at 748 (Question 11).
67. Notes on Neutrality Questions (July 13.1793),26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 498.
68. THOMAS. supra note 27. 118-64.
69. [d.
70. Notes on Neutrality Questions (July 13. 1793).26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 499.
71. Letter from Nathaniel Faiconerto Thomas Mifflin (July 6, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS 445;
Dissenting Opinion on the Little Sarah (July 8. 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, at 449-50.
72. 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 749 (question 16) (emphasis in original).
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This question was particularly important because the President had yet to
resolve the disagreement on this precise issue between Hamilton and
Jefferson. 73
In seeking advice from the Court, President Washington undoubtedly was
motivated in part by a desire to obtain political support for his policy.74 The
President and his Cabinet had unanimously concluded that French commerce
raiders could not be completely fitted out in American ports, and Genet had
vehemently objected to this policy.7s Given the Government's unanimity, the
most plausible reason76 for referring this issue to the Court was to secure
political support in dealing with Genet's threatened appeal to the people. 77 In
seeking the Justices' advice, Jefferson specifically asked, "[w]hether the
public may, with propriety, be availed of their [Le., the Justices']
advice. ... "78 In other words, Washington was not seeking confidential
assistance. Instead he planned from the outset to make the Justices' advice
available to the public. 79
In addition some of the legal issues, like the augmentation of a ship's
armament using French rather than American cannon, were hotly disputed
within the President's Cabinet.80 Two days after the President and the Cabinet
resolved to seek the Court's advice, the Attorney General ofPennsylvania told
his father-in-law that the decision was the result of "some difference in the
construction of the treaty [that] has taken place among the President's
advisers.... "81 Although Hamilton and Jefferson agreed that the United
States should remain neutral, their differing attitudes toward France and Great
Britain placed them in conflict in respect of some of the details of neutrality.

73. "No decision yet by the President." Notes on Neutrality Questions (July 13, 1793), 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 499.
74. [d.
75. See generally THOMAS, supra note 27, at 118-64.
76. Surely the Cabinet did not believe that Genet would acquiesce in the Justices' opinion if their
opinion was contrary to the French position. See Memorandum of a Conversation with Edmund Charles
Genet (July 10, 1793), 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 463-67.
77. [d.
78. Thomas Jefferson to the Justices (July 18, 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 747 (emphasis
in original).
79. Perhaps Jefferson used the word "public" as a noun to refer solely to the President and Cabinet
in their capacities as representatives of the public, but this definition does not appear in the Oxford English
Dictionary. 12 THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 778-81 (2d ed. 1989). In any event if Genet had
launched a full scale appeal to the people, it is inconceivable that the President would not have used an
opinion from the Justices to support his position. It is similarly inconceivable that the President and his
Cabinet did not anticipate using the requested opinion in precisely this fashion.
80. Letter from William Bradford, Jr. to Elias Boudinot (July 14, 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note 2,
at 744.
81. [d.
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A Supreme Court advisory opinion would be a good way to resolve these
conflicts.
The Justices, however, were not available for immediate consultation. 82
Justice Wilson lived in Philadelphia, but ChiefJustice Jay and Justices Iredell,
Paterson, and Cushing were out oftown. 83 Jefferson immediately sent letters
to the absent Justices requesting their return by July 18, the next week, to
advise the President. 84 By July 17th, Chief Justice Jay and Justice Paterson
had arrived, and Jay immediately consulted with the President. Apparently,
Jay expressed some private qualms about the propriety of the Justices
providing an advisory opinion. After talking with Jay, the President wrote
Jefferson that "the Judges will have to decide whether the business w[hich],
it is proposed to ask their opinion upon is, in their judgment, of such a nature
as that they can comply... ."85
Jefferson then sent a formal request for the Justices' opinions. 86 He
noted that the war had given rise to many legal questions "of considerable
difficulty, and of greaterimportance to the peace of the US."87 Ordinarily, the
Supreme Court would be expected to address these kinds of questions in the
context of specific litigation, but Jefferson explained that these particular
questions were "often presented under circumstances which do not give a
cognisance [sic] of them to the tribunals of the country."88 Jefferson
specifically emphasized what the Justices already knew-that the request was
from the President, himself. 89
Jefferson explained that the President had two distinct purposes for
seeking the Justices' opinions. First, the President wanted to do the right thing
and wished to avoid placing the United States in violation of the law. 90 The
Justices' opinion "would secure us against errors dangerous to the peace ofthe

82. Id.

83. Id.
84. Thomas Jefferson to John Jay (July 12, 1793). in 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 744. Identicalletters
were sent to Justices Iredell and Paterson. Id. No letter was sent to Justices Cushing and Blair presumably
because they could not get to Philadelphia in time to provide timely advice. Id.
85. Letter from George Washington to Thomas Jefferson (July 18, 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note
2, at 745.
86. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to the Justices of the Supreme Court (July 18, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 747.
87. Id.
88. Id. (emphasis in original). By "cognizance" Jefferson was referring to the federal courts'
original subject matter jurisdiction. See William R. Casto, The Federal Courts' Protective Jurisdiction
Over Torts Committed in Violation of the Law ofNations, 18 CONN. L. REv. 467. 479 (1986).
89. Id.
90. Id.
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US.,,91 In addition, Jefferson explained that an opinion from the Justices
would provide important political support to the President. 92 The Justices'
"authority [would] ensure the respect of all parties.,,93 Jefferson did not state
who "all parties" were, but he clearly had in mind France and Great Britain.
He had already informed the British and French Ministers of the Cabinet's
decision to seek judicial advice. 94 It is doubtful, however, whether anyone
seriously believed that Genet would have been persuaded by a Supreme Court
decision contrary to France's interests. 95 Jefferson also undoubtedly
anticipated using the Justices' advice to resolve some of his disputes with
Hamilton. Jefferson also had in mind the American public. In seeking an
opinion that would be made available to the public, Jefferson proposed a twostep process. First he sought the Justices' "opinion, [w]hether the public may,
with propriety, be availed of their advice on these questions?,,96 Second, he
inquired "if they [the public] may, to present, for their [the Justices'] advice,
the abstract questions."97
The Justices' immediately responded as most lawyers do: they asked for
more time. Only four of the six Justices had reached Philadelphia by July 20,
1793.98 Because the request "affects the judicial Department, [the Justices
felt] a [r]eluctance to decide it, without the advice and participation of [their]
absent Brethren."99 In response, the President acquiesced in the Justices'
desire to await the arrival of their "absent Brethren."lOo
C. The Justices' Response

On August 8, 1793, about three weeks after Jefferson formally broached
the matter, the Justices politely declined to provide the requested advisory
opinion. 101 In a letter addressed to the President, they wrote that they were
specifically concerned about maintaining the "[1]ines of separation drawn by

91. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to the Justices of the Supreme Court (Iuly 18, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 747.
92. [d.
93. [d.
94. See supra note 62 and accompanying text.

95. See STEWART JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS: THE ADVISORY ROLE OF EARLY JUDGES 158-59
(1987) [hereinafter JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS].
96. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to the Justices of the Supreme Court, in 6 DHSC, supra note 2,
at 747.
97. [d.

98. See id. at 753 n.2.
99. [d. at 752.
100. [d. at 753.
101. Letter from Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755.
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the Constitution between the three Departments of Government,,102 and the
fact that the three departments are "in certain [r]espects checks on each
other.,,103 The Justices also noted that they were "Judges of a court [of] the
last Resort."I04 The Justices did not present this analysis as a flat bar to
advisory opinions. Instead, they simply stated without elaboration that these
"[c]onsiderations , , , afford strong arguments against the Propriety of our
extrajudicially deciding the [President's] questions.,,105 Finally, they reached
their conclusion "especially as the Power given by the Constitution to the
President of calling on the Heads of Departments for opinions, seems to have
been purposely as well as expressly limited to executive Departments,,,106

1. Lines of Separation Drawn by the Constitution
The Justices' references to the Constitution's "Lines of Separation" and
the fact that the executive, legislative, and judicial departments are expected
to be "in certain [r]espects checks on each other,,107 are vague, but we have
some idea of what Chief Justice Jay had in mind when he penned these
phrases. Obviously he was referring to the general constitutional theory of
separation of powers. Three years earlier in his first grand jury charge, 108 he
explained his understanding of this theory. Jay said that "wise and virtuous
[m]en have thought and reasoned very differently respecting Government." 109
Nevertheless, they have "unanimously agreed . . . [t]hat [government]
[plowers should be divided into three, distinct, independent DepartmentsThe Executive legislative and judicial."110 The purpose of this separation of

102. [d.
103. [d.

104. [d.
105. [d.
106. Letter from the Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755 (emphasis in original).
107. Letter from Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755. In Jay's draft, this phrase originally began with the words 'The Distinction made by
the Constitution" and then changed the draft to read 'The Lines of Separation drawn by the Constitution."
John Jay, Draft Letter (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 755.
108. John Jay's Charge to the Grand Jury ofthe Circuit Court for the District of New York (Apri112,
1790), in 2 DHSC, supra note 2, at 25-30. A grand jury charge seems an odd platform for discussing
general theories of constitutional law, but in the late eighteenth century American judges routinely used
these charges as a vehicle for addressing a broad range of political and legal issues. The Supreme Court
Justices' charges frequently were published in newspapers. See Ralph Lerner, The Supreme Coun as
Republican Schoolmaster, 1967 SUP. CT. REV. 127 (1967); CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 12529.
109. John Jay's Charge to the Grand Jury of the Circuit Court forthe District of New York (April 12,
1790), in 2 DHSC, supra note 2, at 26.
110. [d.
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powers is "to guard against Abuse and Fluctuation, & preserve the
Constitution from Encroachments...."111 To accomplish this purpose, "much
Pains have been taken so to form and define [the three branches of
government so] that they may operate as Checks one on the other. ..." 112
Jay's earlier grand jury charge on separation of powers tells us how he
thought that separation of powers issues should be decided. Jay was a
pragmatic man who began his grand jury charge by frankly stating that the
new national government is an "[e]xperiment," and "the good [s]ense of the
[p]eople will be enabled by [e]xperience to discover and correct its
[i]mperfections."113 He continued,
if the most discerning and enlightened [m]inds may be mistaken
relative to [t]heories unconfmned by Practice-if on such difficult
Questions men may differ in opinion and yet be Patriots-and if the
Merits of our opinions can only be ascertained by Experience, let us
patiently abide the Tryal, and unite our Endeavors to render it a fair
and an impartial one. 114
As part of the national experiment, Jay believed that the three branches
of government should work together in close concert. I 15 During the early
stages of the Whiskey Rebellion, he implied that the three branches should
cooperate closely with each otherY6 "Let all the Branches of Gov.t [sic]
move together," I 17 Jay advised, "and let the chiefs be committed publickly on
one or the other Side of the Question.,,118 Undoubtedly, Chief Justice Jay
viewed the President's request for advice in 1793 as part of the ongoing
experience under the Constitution.
The reference to the doctrine of Separation of Powers is at first glance
somewhat puzzling. As the Justices noted, the purpose of this doctrine is to
enable the independent departments to serve as "checks on each other," or to
use Jay's earlier words "to guard against Abuse and Fluctuation, & preserve
the Constitution from Encroachments."119 The President's request for advice
was not inconsistent with this purpose. To the contrary, the President was

111. [d.
112. [d. at 87.
113. John Jay's Charge to the Grand Jury of the Circuit Court for the District of New York (Apri112,
1790), in 2 DHSC, supra note 108, at 26.
114. [d. at 27.
115. See Wythe Holt, Separation of Powers?, in NEITHER SEPARATE NOR EQUAL 183, 199-200
(Kenneth R. Bowling & Donald R. Kennon eds., 2000).
116. See id.
117. [d. at 200 (internal quotations omitted).
118. [d.
119. See supra notes 82-86 and accompanying text.
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offering the Court a chance to serve as a check to executive action in advance
of the action. This proffered opportunity would have permitted the Justices
to check executive action before government resources were committed and
before anyone was harmed by a good faith, but erroneous Presidential decision
regarding the requirements of the law. 120 On the other hand, if the Justices
were concerned about the President's power to require them to provide advice,
their references to Separation of Powers makes more sense.
2. Judges of a Court of Last Resort
The Justices also referred, in their letter to Washington, to "our being
Judges of a court [of] last Resort,"121 but again failed to elaborate on the
statement. Perhaps they believed that the President's questions would come
before the Court in actual litigation. In administering the Invalid Pensions Act
a year earlier, Justice Iredell and District Judge John Sitgreaves had expressed
reservations about providing advisory opinions. They explained that judges'
"in general [should be] extremely cautious in not intimating an opinion in any
case extrajudicially."122 Caution was necessary "because we well know how
liable the best [m]inds are, notwithstanding their utmost care, to a bias which
may arise from a preconceived opinion, even unguardedly, much more
deliberately given."123 In a subsequent formal opinion, which Iredell
announced to the public, he stated that if a question came before him in a
nonjudicial capacity that "could by any possibility come before me as a Judge,
either in the [c]ircuit or the Supreme Court, I ought not to exercise the
authority [to decide it extrajudicially]."124 Chief Justice Jay expressed a
similar sensitivity to this problem in private correspondence with a fellow
Justice in 1792. 125

120. Cf CHEMERINSKY. supra note 3, at 53. This consideration probably underpins the willingness
of some slate courts to render advisory opinions. For a good survey of the state court practice, see Helen
Hershkoff, State Courts and the "Passive Virtues": Rethinking the Judicial Functions, 114 HARV. L. REV.
1833, 1844-52 (2001).
121. 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 755.
122. Letter from James Iredell & John Sitgreaves to George Washington (June 8, 1792), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 284, 287.
123. [d.
124. James Iredell's "Reasons for acting as a Commissioner on the Invalid Act," (Sept. 26, 1792),
in 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 291.
125. In response to an inquiry from newly appointed Justice Johnson, Jay wrote, "As that Case will
probably be brought up to the Sup. Court by Writ of Error, I think it would be best that the other Judges
should in the mean [t]ime forbear giving any opinion respect [] it." Letter from John Jay to Thomas
Johnson (March 12, 1792), in 2 DHSC, supra note 2, at 244-45. Unfortunately the precise context of this
slatement is not known. Jay may have been referring to British debt cases. [d. at 245 n.4.
Similar concerns were raised by a capable state judge about seven years later. In 1800 Governor
James Monroe of Virginia asked Edmond Pendleton, who was the president of Virginia's Supreme Court
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For the last hundred years, everyone who has focused upon the Justices'
reference to having final appellate authority has assumed that they were
raising a concern about prejudging an issue that might later come before them
in litigation. 126 If so, they did not expressly state their concern on this
occasion. Instead, they placed particular emphasis on the fact that they
constituted a "court in the last Resort"127 rather than a lower court. They may
have intended simply to describe the particular nature of their judicial office,
but their choice of words indicates that they viewed their possession of final
appellate authority as having special significance. Perhaps they thought that
a judge of a lower court might have a broader discretion to provide advisory
opinions because an inferior court would be subject to appellate review by a
higher court whose judges would be unembarrassed by preconceived ideas
about a particular legal issue. Justice Iredell, however, explicitly rejected this
distinction a year earlier. 128 The most plausible explanation for the Justices'
emphasis upon their "being Judges of a court in the last Resort" 129 lies in their
knowledge of the English practice in respect of extrajudicial advisory
opinions. 130 In fact, English judges had been giving advisory opinions to the
Crown for over a hundred years. American lawyers were fully aware of this
practice, and the practice undoubtedly informed the Cabinet's decision to seek
an advisory opinion. When Thomas Jefferson informed James Madison ofthe
Justices' refusal, he could not resist noting that "in England you know such
questions are referred regularly to the judge of Admiralty." 131 In light of this
well-known practice, the Justices may have emphasized their being a court in
the last resort in order to distinguish the English precedent. In England,

of Appeals for an advisory opinion. Pendleton refused because "it would be improper for me to commit
myself in an Opinion given by anticipation and without hearing an Argument, by which I might be
afterwards embarrassed, and fear it would be difficult to separate the Opinion of the Citizen from that of
the judge." Edmond Pendleton to lames Monroe (Mar. 8, 18(0), in EDMOND PENDLETON PAPERS (Va.
State Lib.). Pendleton first explained that the "principal ... difficult[y]" in providing a useful opinion "was
that the point cannot be settled by the occasional Opinions of our Chief Magistrates, which may vary with
teach change of met, and can only be set at rest by a decision of the Judiciary." Edmond Pendleton to
lames Monroe (Mar. 8, 18(0), in Edmond Pendleton papers (Va. State Lib.).
126. See. e.g., Wheeler's EArly Supreme Court at 153; CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 81.
See also lAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at 152.
127. See supra note 121 and accompanying text.
128. See supra note 124 and accompanying text.
129. See supra note 121 and accompanying text.
130. See generally lAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at ch.l; Stewart lay, Servants of
Monarchs and Lords: The Advisory Role of EArly English Judges, 38 AM. I. LEGAL HIST. 117 (1994).
English judges expressed concern about the problem of prejudging a case, but their concern did not prevent
them from rendering advisory opinions. See lAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at 16-22.
131. Letter from Thomas lefferson to lames Madison (Aug. II, 1793), in 26lEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 651-53. Similarly, lustice Iredell's private papers include his notes on the English
practice. See 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 757-58.
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advisory opinions were rendered by the common law and admiralty judges,
but not by the House of Lords, which was the English court in the last resort.
Perhaps the Justices simply meant that like the House of Lords, they were not
bound to comply with a request by the Executive.

3. The Justices' Concluding Argument
The Justices' concluding argument was a reference to the provision in
Article II, Section 2 of the Constitution, which provides that the President
"may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the
executive Departments, upon any Subject relating to the Duties of their
respective Offices.... "132 As the Justices emphasized, this provision is
"expressly limited to executive Departments"133 and, therefore, does not
expressly address the issue of judicial advisory opinions. Apparently,
however, the Justices believed that the provision implicitly limits the practice
of judicial advisory opinions by negative inference. In other words, the
President "may require" executive branch officers to provide opinions, but
may not require the judicial branch to provide an opinion.
In drawing this negative inference, the Justices relied upon more than the
express words of the Constitution. They stated that the President's power to
require opinions was "purposely" limited to the Executive Branch. In
reaching this conclusion, they must have drawn upon their knowledge of the
Constitutional Convention's confidential proceedings. Three of the Justices
(Wilson, Blair, and Paterson) had been delegates to the Convention, and they
probably remembered that the Convention had specifically rejected a proposal
that the President be empowered to require the Supreme Court to provide
advisory opinions. 134
A number of proposals were made during the Convention to associate the
Supreme Court in extra-judicial government functions. 135 The original
Virginia Plan included a council of revision, which would include "a
convenient number of the National Judiciary,"136 that would have a form of
veto power over national legislation. This proposal, however, was rejected on
four separate occasions in part because the delegates had "doubts whether the

132. U.S. CONST. art. n, § 2.
133. Letter from Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755 (emphasis in original).
134. 2 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 341 (Max Farrand ed., 1937)
[hereinafter FEDERAL CONVENTION].
135. See HART AND WECHSLER'S THE FEDERAL COURTS AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 10-11 (Richard
H. Fallon Jr. et al. eds., 4th ed. 1996) [hereinafter HART & WECHSLER'S 4TH]. For a good elaboration, see
JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at 65-76.
136. FEDERAL CONVENTION, supra note 134, at 21.
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Judiciary ought to fonn a part of it.,,137 Other delegates suggested that the
President should have a "Privy Council" that would include the Chief Justice,
but this proposal was allowed to die without a vote. 138 Finally, Charles
Pinckney specifically proposed that the Supreme Executive "shall have
authority to require the opinions of the supreme Judicial Court upon important
questions oflaw, and upon Solemn occasions.,,'39 His proposal was referred
to the Committee of Detail, but the Committee did not include it in their
draft. 140
The Justices' reference to the Constitutional Convention's confidential
proceedings is an interesting example of resorting to the original intent of the
Framers in order to determine the Constitution's applicability to a particular
problem. Other highly regarded members of the Founding Generation
advanced similar original intent arguments. 141 For example, in the first
Congress, Roger Shennan argued that Congress lacked constitutional power
to create a national university. He explained that "a proposition to vest
Congress with power to establish a National University was made in the
General Convention, but it was [negated]. It was thought sufficient that this
power should be exercised by the States in their separate capacity."'42
Similarly, when the House of Representatives asked for executive papers
relating to the Jay Treaty, President Washington refused. In his fonnal
message to the House, the President noted that he had "been a member of the
General Convention, and [knew] the principles on which the Constitution was
fonned... ."143 He then pointed to the Convention's rejection of a specific
proposal that supported his refusal to provide the requested papers.
In congressional debates related to the Jay Treaty, James Madison
emphatically rejected the idea that proceedings of the Constitutional
Convention should be used in construing the Constitution. The Constitution
recommended by the Convention, he noted, was "nothing more than the draft
of a plan, nothing but a dead letter... ."144 It was merely a proposal "until life
and validity were breathed into it by the voice of the people speaking through

137. Id. at 97-98, 109.
138. HART & WESCHLER'S 4TH, supra note 135, at II n.61.
139. Id.; FEDERAL CONVENTION, supra note 134, at 341.
140. HART & WESCHLER'S 4TH, supra note 135, at II n.61.
141. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 230-36.
142. 2ANNALSOFCONG.1551 (1834).
143. George Washington, Message to the House of Representatives of the United States (Mar. 30,
1796), reprinted in I A COMPILAnON OF THE MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS 186, 187 (James
D. Richardson ed., 1897).
144. 5 ANNALS OF CONGo 776 (1849). See generally Charles A. Lofgren, The Original
Understanding ofOriginal Intent?, 5 CONST. COMMENTARY 77 (1988).
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the several State Conventions." 145 Therefore, the deliberations and actions of
the Philadelphia Convention "could never be regarded as the oracular guide
in expanding the Constitution.,,146
Madison's distinction between the Framers' confidential deliberations in
Philadelphia and the subsequent ratification process makes a good deal of
sense, but others like Roger Shennan and George Washington obviously
believed that the Convention's deliberations were an appropriate source of
guidance. Moreover, in 1793, five of the six Supreme Court Justices
expressly relied upon the Framers' original intent as a justification for
refusing the assistance that the President sought.

4. A Narrow Interpretation of the Justices' Refusal
In addition to implicitly endorsing Framers' intent as a proper
interpretive strategy, the Justices' reliance upon the drafting history of Art. II,
Section 2 supports a narrow reading of their refusal to provide an advisory
opinion. This provision clearly empowers the President to "require"
department heads to provide written opinions, but does not expressly address
a comparable presidential power in respect of the judiciary. If a negative
inference is to be drawn from this provision, the inference would be that the
President does not have a similar power to "require" the Supreme Court to
provide an advisory opinion. This narrow reading is consistent with the other
arguments adduced by the Justices. A Presidential power to compel action
from the Courts detracts from the Court's independent stature under the plan
of the Constitution. To the extent that the President is given power over the
Court, the "Lines of Separation drawn by the Constitution between the three
Departments of Government" are blurred. 147 The diminution in the Court's
independent statute would reduce its ability to serve as a check upon the
Executive. Similarly, the Justices' reference to their "being Judges of a court
in the last Resort,,148 easily could be read as addressing the narrow issue of
whether the President had power to compel the Court to render advice. By
emphasizing the Supreme Court's status as a "court in the last Resort,"149 the
Justices may have been thinking about the well established English practice.
Under the British constitution, the King lacked authority to compel the House
of Lords, which was the English court in the last resort, to take action. In
other words, the Justices quite possibly wrote their opinion solely to address

145. 5 ANNALSOFCONG. 776 (1849).
146. [d.
147. Letter from Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8. 1793), in 6 DHSC.
supra note 2, at 755.
148. [d.
149. [d.
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the narrow issue of Presidential authority to compel the rendering of an
advisory opinion. Nothing in their letter expressly addresses the issue of
whether the Justices had a discretionary power to render an advisory opinion.
D. The Justices' Refusal in Historical Context

Standing alone the Justices' refusal could be read as a firm rejection of
the propriety of advisory decisions, and that is how their letter frequently is
read today.150 Nevertheless, the late eighteenth century practice was clearly
to the contrary. Certainly the English practice recognized the propriety of
judicial advisory opinions,151 and scattered evidence suggests that American
judges did the same before the Constitution. 152 More significantly, the
Justices rendered many advisory opinions to the Executive Branch before and
after 1793. 153 Indeed, Secretary of State Timothy Pickering stated in official
correspondence in 1796 that on "weighty points" of law he could consult
Supreme Court Justices whom he called "our first law-characters.,,154
In 1790, just a year after the Federal Government's commencement of
operations, a dispute between Spain and Great Britain, involving what is now
Canada's Pacific Coast, threatened a war. President Washington wrote his
Cabinet and Chief Justice Jay that "there is no doubt in my mind" that British
forces would attempt to march through United States territory to attack
Spanish possessions on the Gulf Coast. 155 The President asked Chief Justice
Jay for advice, and Jay immediately responded with an opinion on the
applicable principles of international law. 156 Jay showed no hesitation in
advising the President on the proper application ofinternational law principles
to the diplomatic case at hand.
Chief Justice Jay also wrote advisory opinions on more mundane matters
like the Sinking Fund Commission's statutory authority to repurchase
government debt. 157 These occasions might be distinguished on the basis that

150. See supra notes 3-4 and accompanying text.
151. See supra note 130 and accompanying text.
152. See JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at ch. 2. See also James Bradley Thayer,
Advisory Opinions, in JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, LEGAL EsSAYS 42, 54-55 n.l (1908).
153. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note5,at71-72, 74-75, 97-98& 178-79; WilliamR. Casto,
Oliver Ellsworth, 2 J. SUP. CT. HIST. 73, 79-84 (1996).
154. Letter from Timothy Pickering to Ambassador Rufus King (July 27, 1796), in KING PAPERS (on
file with Huntington Library, San Marino, California).
155. Letter from George Washington to his Cabinet and the Chief Justice (Aug. 27, 1790), in 17
JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 128.
156. Letter from John Jay to George Washington (Aug. 28, 1790), in 17 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 134-37.
157. See generally Russell Wheeler, Wheeler's Extrajudicial Activities ofthe Early Supreme Court,
1973 SUP. CT. REv. 123,142-43. For Jay's written opinion, see 1 AMERICAN STATE PAPERS: FINANCE 236
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the legal issues involved would almost certainly never be raised in litigation
before the Court. The same cannot be said, however, of the Revolutionary
War pension program established by Congress in 1792. 158 The Act called for
Supreme Court Justices, when they were riding circuit, 159 to consider disabled
veterans' applications for pensions and make recommendations to the
Secretary of War who was authorized to review and reject the Justices'
decisions. For various reasons, the Justices believed that the Act was
unconstitutional, and they wrote a series of extrajudicial advisory opinions
outlining their objections and proposing strategies for dealing with the
problem. 160 Subsequently, the Act's constitutionality was implicated in two
cases before the Court. 161
Some of the Justices most noteworthy advisory opinions were rendered
during the Neutrality Crisis of 1793. As soon as Alexander Hamilton learned
for certain of the outbreak of war between France and Great Britain, he dashed
off two letters seeking advice from Chief Justice Jay .162 The two men were
good friends and close political allies, and they frequently consulted each
other. 163 Hamilton was worried about the legal effect of receiving a Minister
from France's revolutionary government, and he also asked Jay to draft a
proclamation of neutrality for the President's signature. As soon as Jay
received these requests, he immediately replied with his preliminary ideas,
including a draft neutrality proclamation. He noted that "I have not Time to
judge decidedly on some of the points" and assured Hamilton that he would
soon be passing through Philadelphia and the two men could confer in
person. 1M
Jay also began work on a grand jury charge that would serve as the
functional equivalent of an advisory. Today, a judge's grand jury charge is
quite perfunctory, but in the 1790's Supreme Court Justices routinely used
grand jury charges as a vehicle for addressing a wide range of political and

(William S. Hein & Co., 1998) (1832).
158. Act of Mar. 23, 1792, ch. II, I Stat. 243-244 (1792). See Maeva Marcus & Robert Tier,
Haybum's Case: A Misinterpretation ofPrecedent, 1988 WIS. L. REv. 527 (1988).
159. Under the Judiciary Act of 1789, the Justices were required to ride circuit throughout the country
and, along with the local federal district judge, preside over Circuit Courts. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT,
supra note 5, at 44-45.
160. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 175-78; Marcus & Tier, supra note 158, at 527.
161. Haybum's Case, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 409 (1792); United States v. Yale Todd, unreported (1794),
noted in United States v. Ferreira, 54 U.S. (13 How.) 40, 52-53 (1851); see CASTO, SUPREME COURT,
supra note 5, at 177-78.
162. Letter from Alexander Hamilton to John Jay (April 9, 1793), in 14 PAPERS OF ALEXANDER
HAMILTON, at 297-300 (Syrett et aI. 005.) [hereinafter HAMILTON PAPERS].
163. See JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at 99-101; Holt, supra note 115, at 199-200.
164. Letter from Alexander HamiIton (April II, 1793), in 12 HAMILTON PAPERS, supra note 162, at
307-10.
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legal issues, and their charges were published in the nation's leading
newspapers. 165 Early in the Neutrality Crisis, Secretary of State Jefferson
wrote the Attorney General:
[t]he Judges generally by a charge, instruct the Grand jurors in the
infractions of law. .. and our judges are in the habit of printing their
charges in the newspapers. The Judges having notice of the
[President's neutrality] proclamation, will perceive that the
occurrence of a foreign war has brought into activity the laws of
neutrality. .. This new branch of law they will know needs
explanation to the grand juries more than any other. They will study
and define the subject to them and to the public. 166
Jefferson's assumption that the Justices would address neutrality issues
in their charges was correct. Both Chief Justice Jay and Justice Wilson
delivered charges that carefully analyzed the United States' general neutrality
obligations under the law of nations. 167 Newspaper printings of these charges
were sent to Europe as white papers that explained the legal basis for
America's neutrality.168
The Justices' refusal to advise the President in the summer of 1793 did
not signal a change in their willingness to serve as legal advisors to the
executive branch. In 1796, Oliver Ellsworth, the de facto Senate majority
leader, became the third Chief Justice of the United States and almost
immediately wrote a major advisory opinion. The burning political issue of
the day was whether the House ofRepresentatives had constitutional authority
to refuse to fund obligations created by the Jay Treaty which had been
approved by the Senate and ratified by the President. 169 As part of the
legislative maneuvering, the House fonnally requested the President to
provide copies ofall papers relevant to the treaty's negotiation. 170 In response,

165. See CASTO. SUPREME COURT. supra note 5, at 126-29; Ralph Lerner, The Supreme Coun as
Republican Schoolmaster. 1967 SUP. CT. REv. 127 (1967).
166. Thomas Jefferson to Edmund Randolph (May 8. 1793). in 25 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note
21. at 691. 692.
167. John Jay's Charge to the Grand Jury of the Circuit Court for the District of Virginia (May 22,
1793). in 2 DHSC App.• supra note 2. at 380. 382-88; James Wilson's Charge to the Grand Jury of a
Special Session of the Circuit Court for the District of Pennsylvania (July 22. 1793), in 2 DHSC, supra note
2. at 414. 417-18.
168. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Gouverneur Morris (Aug. 16. 1793), 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21. at 697; Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Gouverneur Morris (Aug. 26. 1793). in 26
JEFFERSON PAPERS. supra note 21. at 760 (enclosing the charges).
169. See generally JERALD A. COMBS. THE JAY TREATY: POLITICAL BATTLEGROUND OF THE
FOUNDING FATHERS (1970).
170. Letterfrom Oliver Ellsworth to Jonathan Trumball (Mar. 13.1796). in CASTO. SUPREMECOURT.
supra note 5. at 98.
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Chief Justice Ellsworth wrote a nine-page advisory opinion that the President
was not legally obliged to turn over the papers.!7!
On another occasion, Chief Justice Ellsworth wrote an advisory opinion
on an issue certain to arise in litigation. In 1798, Congress enacted the
Sedition Act making seditious libel of government officials a statutory
crime. 172 Secretary of State Timothy Pickering evidently expressed some
concerns about the Act's constitutionality to Ellsworth, and the Chief Justice
responded with a letter outlining an analysis in support of the Act's
constitutionality and concluding that the Act presented no "constitutional
difficulty."!73 This letter was not a simple exchange of private opinions
between friends. In the 1790s, the Secretary of State had Cabinet
responsibility for supervising the various U.S. attorneys who prosecuted
federal cases,!74 and the Chief Justice routinely presided over criminal trials
while riding circuit.
There are, of course, other examples of advisory opinions from the early
Supreme Court Justices.!75 There also is some irony in the fact that after John
Jay resigned his chiefjusticeship and became Governor of New York, he had
occasion to seek an advisory opinion from the chancellor and judges of the
New York Supreme COurt.!76 The shoe was on the other foot. As Chief
Justice, Jay had denied his chief executive an advisory opinion, and as a chief
executive he was denied an advisory opinion. This ironic twist of fate,
however, indicates that Jay saw no absolute bar to advisory opinions.

E. Understanding the Justices' Refusal
The Justices' 1793 refusal to provide advice to President Washington
cannot plausibly be read as precedent for an absolute bar to advisory opinions.
Certainly, the opinion itself is not written in absolute terms. The Justices
adduced a number of "considerations" counseling against their compliance

171. [d.
172. The Sedition Act, ch. 74, § 2, 1 Stat. 596 (1798). See generally JAMES SMITH, FREEDOM'S
F'ETIERS: THE ALIEN AND SEDmON LAws AND AMERICAN CND.. LIBERTIES (1956).
173. Oliver Ellsworth to Timothy Pickering (Dec. 12, 1798), excerpted in 2 HENRY FLANDERS, THE
LIVES AND TIMES OF THE CHIEF JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 193-94 (1875).
See William R. Casto, Oliver Ellsworth, 2 J. SUP. CT. HIS!.73, 83-84 (1996). For Pickering's understanding
that he could consult with Supreme Court Justices on "weighty points" of law, see supra note 154, and
accompanying text.
174. See JULIUS GoEBEL, HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: ANTECEDENTS
AND BEGINNINGS TO 1801, at 545, 632-33 (1971).
175. See, e.g., 1 BERNARD C. STEINER, THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF JAMES MCHENRY 431
n.3 (1907) (Justice Chase's advisory opinion on the President's authority to appoint a public printer).
176. See Wheeler, supra note 157, at 155. See also JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95,
at 151-52.
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with the President's request, but those considerations were not presented as
an absolute bar. 177 Instead, the Justices described them as "strong
arguments.,,178 When the Justices' refusal is considered in context with the
numerous occasions when advisory opinions were rendered in the 1790s, their
refusal is only explicable in prudential terms.
The argument has been made that the early Justices drew a distinction
between institutional advisory opinions, which as a court they were not
allowed to render, and private opinions that they might render as
individuals. 179 If so, none of the early Justices ever stated such a distinction.
Moreover, on at least one occasion Chief Justice Jay, Justice Cushing, and
District Judge Duane, sitting as a Circuit Court, rendered an advisory opinion
and formally entered it on the minutes of the court. I80 This action looks for
all the world like an institutional advisory opinion and was viewed as a
decision of the court by a sophisticated contemporary observer. 18I
Although the Justices' refusal cannot be plausibly read as an absolute bar
to advisory opinions, the Justices clearly did opine that the President lacked
power under the Constitution to compel them to render an advisory opinion.
Indeed, the extent of the President's power over the Court is probably the
central issue that the Justices sought to address. At the conclusion of their
legal analysis, the Justices stated that their refusal was proper "especially
[because] the Power given by the Constitution to the President" to require
members of government to render an opinion is "purposely as well as
expressly limited to executive Departrnents.,,182 Clearly, this concluding
analysis deals solely with the issue of Presidential power.
Although the Justices wrote their letter of refusal primarily to address the
issue of raw Presidential power over the Court, the fact remains that they
could have denied that the President had constitutional power to compel the
rendering of an advisory opinion and then proceeded to provide an opinion in
the exercise of their own sound discretion. Such peekaboo strategies were not

177. Id.
178. Letter from Justices of the Supreme Court to George Washington (Aug. 8, 1793), in 6 DHSC,
supra note 2, at 755.
179. See generally Maeva Marcus, Separation ofPowers in the Early National Period, 30 WILUAM
& MARY L. REv. 269 (1989).
J 80. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 180.
181. James Kent, An Introductory Lecture to a Course of Law Lectures (1794), in 2 AMERICAN
POLITICAL WRITING DURING THE FOUNDING ERA 936, 943 (C. Hyneman & D. Lutz eds., 1983).
182. 6 DHSC, supra note 2, at 755 (referring to U.S. CONST., art. n. § 2) (emphasis in original). See
supra notes 132-46, and accompanying text.
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unknown to the Court. 183 But the Justices clearly decided against this strategy.
They refused to render the requested advice.
Some have speculated that the Justices were dissatisfied with the extent
to which they were required to perform extrajudicial services and that their
refusal "was part of a broader attempt by the early Supreme Court to
deemphasize the obligatory extrajudicial service concept."184 If so, there is no
surviving evidence that directly supports this speculation. More significantly,
if the Justices were especially upset by some of the picayune nonjudicial
duties assigned to them, they picked a strange time to assert their
independence. George Washington was the most respected man in the United
States, and he had personally appointed each of the Justices to their office.
The United States was in the throes of a major foreign affairs crisis, and the
French Minister was threatening to challenge Washington's judgment in the
court of public opinion; that the Justices, who were mature and responsible
public servants, would have used the occasion to score political points in an
effort "to deemphasize the obligatory extrajudicial service concept" is highly
unlikely.
Some have speculated that the Justices' refusal was motivated in
significant response by formidable extent and magnitude of the questions.
"Had [the questions] been brief and easily answered the Court might, not
improbably, have slipped into the adoption of a precedent that would have
engrafted the English usage upon our national system.,,185 Aside from the
formidable nature of the questions, there is nothing in the extant historical
records to support this speculation. Perhaps some of the Justices were happy
not to have to answer the questions. At the same time, however, some of the
Justices-for example Iredell and Wilson l86-prided themselves on their
ability to engage in rigorous, exhaustive, and exhausting legal analysis. On
balance, there is little likelihood that the Justices were motivated primarily by
a desire to avoid an arduous task. 187
The question remains, however, why did the Justices not come to the
assistance of their President in his hour of need? Given the early Justices'
willingness to write advisory opinions on a wide range of issues, the answer
must surely be that they did not believe that their assistance was truly vital.

183. For example, when the Justices decided that the duties assigned to them as circuit judges under
the Invalid Pensioners Act were unconstitutional, most of them nevertheless decided to perform those duties
as commissioners rather than judges. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 175-78.
184. Wheeler, supra note 157, at 158.
185. James Thayer, Advisory Opinions, in JAMES THAYER, LeGAL EsSAYS 42, 54 (1908). See also
Helen Hershkoff, State Courts and the "Passive Virtues": Rethinking the Judicial Function, 114 HARv.
L. REV. 1834, 1844 n.62 (2001).
186. See CASTO, SUPREME COURT, supra note 5, at 250.
187. Wheeler, supra note 157, at 154 n.141.
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The Justices were experienced politicians, and they undoubtedly had ex parte
conferences with President Washington and his Cabinet. We know that as
soon as Chief Justice Jay returned to the capital, he consulted in private with
the President. Jay apparently asked Washington for a copy of the questions
that needed to be answered, and the President "was embarrassed" to respond
that the questions had yet to be drafted. 188 In addition Jay told the President
that the Justices might be unwilling to answer the questions. 189
Following Jay's premonitory suggestion that an advisory opinion might
not be forthcoming, no advisory opinion was ever requested. Instead the
President-through Jefferson-wound up asking the Justices only the
preliminary question of whether the Justices would answer questions if
questions were proffered. By the end of July all the Justices, save Cushing,
were in town and had decided not to render an advisory opinion. Although
their formal letter of refusal was not written until August 8, they clearly
informed the President of their decision much earlier through informal
channels. As early as July 29, the Cabinet knew that no advisory opinion
would be forthcoming, and commenced working out an executive branch
answer to the questions that they would have submitted to the Court. 190
The most likely explanation for the Justices' refusal lies with Alexander
Hamilton. We know that Chief Justice Jay conferred with the President on
this issue. Moreover, Jay and Justice Wilson conferred with Jefferson on at
least one occasion. 191 It is inconceivable that they did not also speak with
Alexander Hamilton.
We do not know what Hamilton told the Justices in private, but we do
know that Hamilton believed that the resolution of many issues related to the
Neutrality Crisis should be based upon reasons of state, rather than legal
principles. Therefore, he opposed referring some questions to the Court. 192
In addition to this theoretical concern, Hamilton had reason to believe that he
had a significant practical advantage if issues were resolved within the
Cabinet. 193 Throughout the Neutrality Crisis, President Washington showed

188. Letter from George Washington to Thomas Jefferson (July 18. 1793). in 6 DHSC, supra note
2, at 745.
189. [d.
190. See Notes of Cabinet Meeting on Neutrality (July 29,1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS. supra
note 21. at 579.
191. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to George Washington (July 19. 1793), in 6 DHSC, supra note
2. at 751.
192. Letter from Alexander Hamilton to George Washington (May 15. 1793), in 14 HAMll..TON
PAPERS. at 459; Pacificus No. I (June 29, 1793), IS HAMll..TON PAPERS, supra note 162, at 38 ("Judiciary
Department ... has no concern with pronouncing upon the external political relations of Treaties between
Govemant and Government.").
193. Letter from George Washington to Alexander Hamilton. Thomas Jefferson. Henry Knox and
Edmund Randolph (July 29. 1793). in 15 HAMll..TON PAPERS. supra note 162. at 144.
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a clear preference for resolving disputes within the Cabinet by taking infonnal
votes. 194 Because there were only four Cabinet members and because
Secretary of War Knox always voted with Hamilton, Jefferson spent most of
Neutrality Crisis in a minority position in the Cabinet's deliberations. 195
Jefferson was aware of the fact that all disputes began with a vote of 2
(Hamilton and Knox) to 1 (Jefferson) which left Attorney General Randolph
as an unreliable swing vote. During the fIrst month of the Crisis, Jefferson
bitterly complained to James Monroe that "our votes are generally 2~ against
1~."196 Jefferson was more blunt when he described Randolph's vacillations
to James Madison:
[e]very thing my dear Sir, now hangs on the opinion of a single
person, and that the most indecisive one I ever had to do business
with. He always [continues] to agree in principle with one, but in
conclusion with the other . . . . If anything prevents [the
Administration's policy from] being a mere English neutrality, it will
be that the penchant of the P[resident] is not that way, and above all,
the ardent spirit of our constituents. 197
Given this voting trend within the Cabinet, Jefferson probably viewed the
prospect of an advisory opinion from the Justices as more desirable than a
likely defeat within the Cabinet.
The issue of whether the French could arm raiders in American ports
with cannon brought from France is illustrative. In Randolph's absence from
the capital, Hamilton and Knox outvoted Jefferson 2-1, and the President had
yet to decide the matter. 198 The Justices might have decided this narrow issue
in Jefferson's favor, but their refusal to provide an advisory opinion remanded
the issue to the Cabinet. 199 When Randolph returned, the Cabinet and
President Washington decided the issue along the line proposed by

194. See Notes on Cabinet Meeting on Neutrality (Aug. 3, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 607.
195. See id.
196. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe (May 5, 1793), in 25 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 661.
197. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Madison (May 13, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 26.
198. Notes of Cabinet Meeting on Neutrality (Aug. 3,1793),26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21,
at 607.
199. In the late eighteenth century, a neutral country's rights and duties under intemationallaw had
yet to be established. For example, "[t]he direct supply of troops and actual or potential warships by neutral
powers to belligerent states was in frequent use in the 16th-18th centuries." J.H.W. VERZUL, 10
MERNAT10NAL LAw IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIvE 86 (1979); see also CHARLES HYNEMAN, THE FIRST
AMERICAN NEUTRALITY 96-98 (1934).
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Hamilton. 2°O About two weeks later, Jefferson bitterly complained that
Randolph "is the poorest Cameleon I ever saw [, and] ... his opinion always
makes the majority, and that the President acquiesces always in the
majority."201
Given Hamilton's position of strength within the Cabinet and his
previously announced disinclination to submit neutrality questions to the
Court, Hamilton almost surely argued in private to Chief Justice Jay and other
Justices against the need for an advisory opinion. There remained Genet's
threatened appeal to the people, but Genet's rash words quickly became an
opportunity to tum people against the French cause, instead of a threat to the
President. 202
As word of Genet's threat began circulating in private, Hamilton was
quick to fan the flames. 203 At about the same time that the Cabinet agreed to
seek an advisory opinion, Hamilton wrote an anonymous opted piece charging
Genet with beginning the appeal. 204 The simple fact was that at best Genet
was a rash revolutionary and George Washington was first in war, first in
peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen. If Americans were forced to
choose between Genet and George Washington, the choice was inevitable.
The feelings of the Nation are neatly encapsulated by a song written in
the first week of August.205 The purpose of the song was to celebrate a French
frigate's heroic naval victory over a British frigate outside New York
harbor.206 Mter congratulating the gallant French, the song called for a toast
"to Citizen Genet" but urged Americans to raise their glasses only when Genet
"treats with respect the MAN whom the PEOPLE adore.,,207 Nothing was left
to inference. The man whom Genet must respect was "GEORGE
WASHINGTON ... who saved Columbia's brave Land.,,208 Jefferson well
understood the political disaster that was brewing. He agreed to a Cabinet
decision to request the French Government to recall Genet, and in early

200. Rules on Neutrality (Aug. 3. 1793),26 JEFFERSON PAPERS. supra note 21, at 609 (item 6).
201. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Madison (Aug. II, 1793). in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 652-53 (emphasis in original).
202. [d.
203. [d.
204. Jacobin No.1 (July 31.1793), in 15 HAMtLTONPAPERS, supra note 162, at 145. The essay was
written between July 13 and 18. See id. n.2.
205. Casto, supra note 18.
206. An excellent new Patriotic Song (1793) (a broadside), discussed in Casto, "We Are Armed in
the Defense of the Rights of Man:" The French Revolution Comes to America, 61 AM. NEPTUNE 263
(2003).
207. [d.
208. [d. (emphasis in original).
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August he explained the decision to his friend and ally James Madison. 209
Genet "will sink the republican interest if they [i.e., the French] do not
abandon him. Hamilton pressed eagerly an appeal to the people."2IO
Although Chief Justice Jay and the other Justices declined to provide an
advisory opinion that could be used in the forum of public opinion, Jay did not
forsake his President. In Cabinet discussions, Hamilton was "pressing
eagerly"21I Genet's threat to appeal to the people, and Hamilton also eagerly
pressed the issue to the public in an anonymous newspaper piece. 212 At about
the same time that Jay decided not to give the President an advisory opinion,
he resolved to strike a devastating political blow against Genet. Rumors and
anonymous charges in newspapers could be ignored, but a public charge by
respected government officers could not. On August 12, less than a week after
the Justices formally refused to advise the President, Jay and Rufus King-a
respected Federalist Senator-published a signed notice in a New York
newspaper certifying that Genet had indeed made the threat. 213 This notice
was republished in many newspapers throughout the nation and sealed Genet's
fate in the court of public opinion. 214

m.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the Justices' 1793 refusal to
help President Washington has come to be read as the progenitor of a firm rule
absolutely barring federal judges from rendering advisory opinions. 215 In
contrast, the early Justices clearly believed that they had a discretionary power
to assist the executive branch with advisory opinions. The only absolute rule
that can be teased out of their 1793 letter to President Washington, is that the
President is not empowered to require the federal judiciary to provide an
advisory opinion. The cause of this surprising parallax between the eighteenth
century and twenty-first century visions of advisory opinions lies in a subtle,
but significant shift in American lawyers' understanding of the nature of the
judicial process.

209. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Madison (Aug. 3, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra
note 21, at 606.
210. Id. at 606 (emphasized words in cypher).
211. Id.
212. See supra note 204 and accompanying text.
213. THE DAILY ADVERTISER, Aug. 14, 1793, reprinted in 15 HAMILTON PAPERS, supra note 162,
at 233.
214. For good accounts of the affair, see Introductory Note, 15 HAMILTON PAPERS, supra note 162,
at 233-39; HARRY AMMON, THE GENET MISSION 132-70 (1973); JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra
note 95, at 144-48; see also William Casto, America's First Independent Counsel: The Planned Criminal
Prosecution of Chief Justice John Jay, 1 GREEN BAG 2d 353, 355 (1998).
215. See supra notes 3-4 and accompanying text.
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A. The Modem Consensus

There is a consensus today that courts perform a lawmaking function and
that the Supreme Court exercises a virtually unreviewable power to make
constitutional law. Because one of the primary purposes of the Constitution
is to limit the powers of government, the Supreme Court's exercise of its
power to make constitutional law inevitably places it in conflict with the
coordinate political branches of the federal government. The power of
judicial review authorizes the Court to declare executive action or
congressional legislation unconstitutional and therefore void. 216 The question
then arises why a small group of appointed Justices with life tenure should be
permitted to overturn the wisdom of the political branches, when the people
comprising the political branches are elected, and therefore, more
representative of the wishes of the people. This countermajoritarian problem
did not exist when Americans believed that the Court merely applied
principles of constitutional law that had beenapproved by the people through
the Constitution's formal ratification and amendment process. 217 But after
Americans came to believe that the Court's construction of the Constitution
is an exercise of lawmaking authority, the countermajoritarian problem
loomed large. 218
Today an important function of the rule against advisory opinions is to
curtail the Court's power of judicial review. The Constitution expressly
provides that the "judicial Power of the United States" shall be vested in a
supreme and inferior federal courts and defines the judicial power as
extending to a specific list of "[c]ases ... [and] ... [c]ontroversies."219
Moreover, the Constitution carries a negative constitutional implication that
the judicial power shall not extend to matters not expressly listed. 220
Therefore, the judicial power encompasses advisory opinions only if advisory
opinions are within the Constitution's specific list of cases and controversies.
This textual analysis is strengthened by another provision of the Constitution
that generally limits the Court's exercises of judicial power to appellate

216. Of course the Court has always had a similar power of judicial review in respect of state
governments. See. e.g., Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 199 (1795) (Supremacy Clause).
217. See generally LAURENCE H. TRIBE, 1 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAw § 3-6 (3d ed. 2(00).
218. [d.
219. U.S. CONST. art. III, §§ 1-2. Some have suggested that Article ill was written with this dual
phrase to distinguish between cases, which encompass both civil and criminal proceedings, and
controversies, which are limited to civil proceedings. Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 239
(1937). Another plausible explanation is that the use of two different words is simply a drafting error. See
William R. Casto, An Onhodox View ofthe Two-Tier Analysis of Congressional Control Over Federal
Jurisdiction, 7 CONST. COMMENTARY 89, (1990).
220. See WRIGHT & KANE, LAw OF FEDERAL COURTS, supra note 3, § 8.
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jurisdiction. 221 As a general proposition, the Court may only exercise its
judicial power in the context of an appeal from an inferior court's judgment.222
Even if a request for an advisory opinion were construed to be a case or
controversy, it could not be viewed as involving the appellate review of
another court's decision.
Following this textual analysis, Article ill forbids the Court to use its
judicial power to render an advisory opinion unless a request for an advisory
opinion is a constitutional case or controversy. Given the Anglo-American
practice in the eighteenth century, the Constitution's cases or controversies
requirement might have been interpreted to encompass advisory opinions,223
but this path has not been followed. In Flast v. Cohen, the Court noted that,
"the implicit policies embodied in Article ill, and not history alone, impose
the rule against advisory opinions."224 At the very heart of the Constitution's
case or controversy provision is a requirement that the federal courts only
decide actual disputes between real parties in an adversarial setting.
The case or controversy requirement in conjunction with the rule
generally restricting the Supreme Court'sjurisdiction to appellate cases places
severe limits on the occasions when the Court may exercise its power of
judicial review. Real parties with an actual dispute must litigate the pertinent
issues in a lower court and then must pursue an appellate remedy to the
Supreme Court. These requirements, including the inevitable attrition of
litigation in the inferior courts, prevent or delay the presentation of issues to
the Supreme Court.
The requirement that there be an actual dispute between real parties and
that the case be tried in an inferior court guards against the needless exercise
ofjudicial review. By the time that a case gets to the Supreme Court, the case
has been distilled to the resolution of specific issues that directly affect a real
party's actual dispute. In contrast, a request for an advisory opinion tends to
take the form of an abstract question divorced from the welter of facts that
typically influences the course litigation. The rule against advisory opinions
"recognizes the risk that comes from passing on abstract questions rather than
limiting decisions to concrete cases in which a question is precisely framed by
a clash of genuine adversary argument exploring every aspect of the issue.'>225

221. See U.S. CONST. art. IlL § 2, c1. 2.
222. See generally Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (I Cranch) 137 (1803). The Constitution pennits
the Supreme Court to take original jurisdiction only over cases affecting foreign diplomats and cases in
which a State is a party. U.S. CONST. art. IlL § 2, c1. 2.
223. See WRIGHT & KANE, supra note 3, at 65-66. Of course the Constitution's general restriction
of the Supreme Court's power to appellate jurisdiction would have remained a problem.
224. Flast, 392 U.S. at 96. The rule against advisory opinions is arguably the very core of Article
ill's case or controversy limitation. ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, FEDERAL JURISDICflON 48, 56 (3d ed. 1999).
225. WRIGHT & KANE, supra note 3, at 66. TRIBE, supra note 217, at 329; CHEMERINSKY,
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This further limits the occasions upon which the Court exercises its power of
judicial review.
By restricting the occasions when the Supreme Court practices judicial
review, the case or controversy requirement attenuates the countermajoritarian
problem and makes judicial review more politically palatable. The Court has
explained, "[a]ll of the doctrines that cluster about Article ill ... relate ... to
an idea ... about the constitutional and prudential limits to the powers of an
unelected, unrepresentative judiciary in our kind of government,226 At the
same time, the requirement assures that on those infrequent occasions when
the Court overturns executive or legislative action, the Court is on a strong
political footing. Its exercise of judicial review is not gratuitous. Rather, the
Court must exercise the power to protect a specific real party who has suffered
a clear injury.
In addition to attenuating the countermajoritarian problem, the case or
controversy requirement, with its attendant bar against advisory opinions,
significantly enhances the Court's ability to fashion wise principles of
constitutional law. When constitutional issues come before the Court as part
of an appellate process, the Court may be benefitted by the considered
judgment of the lower court judges, and this valuable resource is significantly
enhanced by the Supreme Court's discretionary certiorari jurisdiction. By
denying a writ of certiorari, the Court may allow a particular issue of law to
percolate within the circuits, and the Court may thereby gain the insights of
many other judges. Similarly, the requirement of an adversarial process
enhances the possibility that the Court will receive the benefit of "genuine
adversary argument exploring every aspect of the issue.,,227

B. Revisiting the Late Eighteenth Century
Today's belief that judges make laws and that the Supreme Court makes
constitutional law lies at the heart of the contemporary understanding of the
rule against advisory opinions. But the lawyers of the Founding Era had a
radically different view of the judicial process. 228 They were natural lawyers

CONSTITUTIONAL LAw, supra note 3, at 53-54. The impact of the welter of pertinent facts that are
developed during the course of actual litigation cannot be overemphasized. See Felix Frankfurter, A Note
on Advisory Opinions, 37 HARV. L. REV. 1002, 1005 (1924).
226. Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 750 (1984) (quoting Vander Jagt v. O'Neill, 699 F.2d 1166,
1178-79 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (Bark, J., concurring»; NOWAK & ROTUNDA, supra note 3, at 67. By refusing
to give advisory opinions on constitutional issues, the Court also preserves its political capital. NOWAK &
ROTUNDA, supra note 3, at 67.
227. WRIGHT & KANE, supra note 3, at 66. CHEMERINSKY, supra note 3, at 53-54; NOWAK &
ROTUNDA, supra note 3, at 67; TRIBE, supra note 217, at 329.
228. For an account of how natural law was supplanted by tOOay's understanding, see William R.
Casto, The Erie Doctrine and the Structure ofConstitutional Revolutions, 62 TuLANE L. REv. 907 (1988).
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who, to the extent that they thought about the issue, believed without question
that laws regulating society existed in nature just as surely as the law of
gravity.229 Although this theory was somewhat problematic in the case oflaws
enacted by a legislature, the Founders especially cleaved to natural law
principles when they thought about the judicial process. According to the
eighteenth century faith, judges did not make laws, they merely identified and
applied preexisting laws. 23o In the case of statutes and written constitutions,
the judges were supposed to read and apply laws and principles that had been
established by the people through their elected representatives in legislatures
or constitutional conventions. Even in the case of non-statutory law like the
common law, the judges did not exercise lawmaking powers. The common
law was a natural law that existed in nature independent from any particular
government. In administering the common law, a judge's duty was to identify
and apply those principles preexisting in nature.
About fifty years after 1793, Justice Story restated the traditional
understanding of the judicial process. 231 In Swift v. Tyson, he noted that "[i]n
the ordinary use of language, it will hardly be contended, that the decisions of
courts constitute laws. They are, at most, only evidence of what the laws are,
and are not, of themselves laws.,,232 The most significant aspect of this
statement is the fact that Story was not announcing a new theory or trying to
be innovative. 233 He was simply stating the jurisprudential theory that he and
all other educated American lawyers accepted on faith. 234 The natural lawyers
of the eighteenth century understand that judicial precedent was entitled to
more respect than an extrajudicial advisory opinion. This respect, however,
was based upon a belief that the judicial process enhanced a judge's ability to
discover the preexisting law rather than today's idea that judges are
legislators 235
If the early Supreme Court Justices' attitude tow~d advisory opinions is
reexamined through this natural law lens, their willingness to render advisory
opinions is more easily understood. Because the Justices lacked legislative
powers, they never would have considered the possibility that rendering an
advisory opinion might be considered an exercise of lawmaking authority.

229. See generally id.
230. See generally id.
231. Swift v. Tyson, 41 U.S. (1 Pet.) I, 18 (1842).
232. [d.
233. See id.
234. See William R. Casto, The Erie Doctrine and the Structure of Constitutional Revolutions, 62
TuLANE L. REV. 907, 912-14 (1988).
235. See JAY, MOST HUMBLE SERVANTS, supra note 95, at 206-07 n.49 (compiling quotes from
opinions). Professor Jay's otherwise excellent study does not recognize the influence of naturallaw
thinking on the eighteenth century practice.
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Their primary concern with the practice of advisory opinions was with the
President's unilateral power to demand an opinion and perhaps with the
possibility of appearing to have prejudged an issue that might later arise in
litigation. The latter problem, however, involved the exercise of discretion
rather than an absolute rule.
Lacking lawmaking authority, the Justices' opinions were just
that-merely opinions. This belief that judges lack lawmaking powers is
subtly pervasive in the late eighteenth century American legal culture. For
example, the early published volumes of judicial decisions frequently report
at great length the advocate's oral arguments to the Court. This practice,
which has long since been abandoned, is puzzling to today's lawyers, but was
quite consistent with the old natural law theory. Insofar as the applicable legal
principles were concerned, there was not a radical difference between the
advocates' arguments and the judges' opinions. Neither the advocates nor the
judges had lawmaking powers. Both were capable human beings who were
simply stating their opinions as to the applicable laws that preexisted in
statutes or in nature.
The predominant belief in natural law also explains the quaint
phraseology that Jefferson used in describing the decision to seek the Justices'
advice. 236 Acting as a de facto recording secretary, he noted that the Cabinet
had resolved to consult "persons learned in the laws.,,237 Jefferson and the
Cabinet wished to consult the Justices because they were learned in the law,
not because they were judges. The Justices' opinion would not be a binding
legal precedent, but it would be good evidence as to what capable lawyers
believed was the law.
C. The Justices' Refusal Reconsidered

The relevance of the Justices' refusal to advise President Washington
must be reconsidered. Clearly their refusal remains good precedent for the
proposition that the President may not compel federal judges to render
advisory opinions. It is equally clear, however, that their refusal cannot be
read as precedent for an absolute rule barring federal judges from issuing an
advisory opinion if they believe an opinion is appropriate. The early Justices'

236. Cabinet Opinion on Consulting the Supreme Court (July 12, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS,
supra note 21, at 484.
.
237. [d. Jefferson used precisely the same language when he infonned the British and French
ministers of the decision. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Edmond Charles Genet and George Hammond
(July 12, 1793), in 26 JEFFERSON PAPERS, supra note 21, at 487. Similarly three years later Secretary of
State Timothy Pickering stated in official correspondence that on ''weighty points" oflaw, he could consult
Supreme Court Justices, whom he called "our first law characters." Letter from Timothy Pickering to Rufus
King (July 27,1796), in KING PAPERS (Huntington Library, San Marino, California).
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practice of rendering advisory opinions on a discretionary basis is simply too
well established. The early Justices believed that they had a discretionary
power to advise the executive branch in appropriate situations, and they
frequently exercised their discretion in favor of rendering an advisory opinion.
Their pattern of conduct, however, is not contrary to today's absolute rule
against advisory opinions. Today's rule is founded upon the Constitution's
case or controversy language and is informed by a belief that judges make
laws. The early Justices made no mention of the case or controversy
restriction and would have emphatically denied that they had any lawmaking
authority. Therefore, their practice is simply irrelevant to the modem absolute
rule.
Similarly, today's absolute rule against advisory opinions does not bar
judges from rendering advisory opinions as long as the opinion is not an
exercise of the judicial power of the United States. Just as the early Justices
did, today's Justices may give advisory opinions to the executive branch, but
their opinions would not have the force of law because they would not be
rendered in the context of a judicial case or controversy. But today's
Justices-like the early Justices-would have to consider the problem of
prejudging an issue, and today' s Justices undoubtedly would be disinclined to
exercise their discretion in favor of providing advice. 238 Moreover, the
executive branch would be unlikely to seek an extrajudicial advisory opinion
because the Executive has its own corps of attorney/advisers who are as
competent as judges to give legal advice. Of course, lawyers in the executive
branch are not empowered to make laws, but neither are judges when they
render an extrajudicial advisory opinion.
The Justices' 1793 refusal to render an advisory opinion neatly illustrates
a serious objection to some, but not all original intent analyses. The problem
is that in respect of some issues, the Founding Era was so different from the
present that the wisdom of that Era is irrelevant to the present. Except for the
question of Presidential power, the early Justices' advisory opinion practice
is irrelevant to today's problems because no one in the Founding Era believed
that judges make laws.

238. Of course, canons of judicial conduct are pertinent. See. e.g., ABA MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL
CONDUCT Canon 3 (1998).
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